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Love Subject:

living with
intention

intention

is the:

driving force
motivation
reason why
we do what we do...

In the context of Self-Love,
your Intention is your
Embodied Energy
in any given moment.

intentionality
=

embodiment of energy
1.

Understanding Intention becomes a matter of
Understanding Energy.
Energy is felt as Emotion.
E-motion is Energy (in) Motion.
Brainstorm some Love-Based Energies / Emotions
(these cultivate Self-Love - e.g. joy, peace, calm...)

Brainstorm some Fear-Based Energies / Emotions
(these cultivate Self-Fear - e.g. anxiety, stress, envy...)

2.

What are three self-harmful choices you have made in your
life? What can you identify as your unconscious, fear-based
intentions (embodied feelings) behind this choice?

What are three self-healing choices you have made in your life?
What can you identify as your conscious, love-based
intentions (embodied feelings) behind this choice?

3.

Your capacity to create your highest possible love life
experience comes from the practice of Intention.

intention
is to live by invention

To live with

Rewrite your Self-Love statement from
Week 1’s workbook below:

(this is the Self-Loving life you are intending to invent for yourself.)

What love-based energies (feelings) does the invention
of this vision require you to embody?

4.

We can work any identified energies into statements
of intention by using any of the following prompts:
I AM (insert description of energy)
(claiming that you ARE a certain energy state/emotion)

I FEEL (insert description of energy)
(claiming that you are channelling a certain emotion/energy state)

I INTEND TO (insert description of energy)

(claiming how you are actioning a certain emotion/energy state)

When crafting statements of intention,
we want them to be:
Present tense
Positive
Powerful

The focus of an intention is always
ENERGY –
tuning into a feeling,
rather than attaching to
the specifics of an outcome.

5.

DAILY JOURNALLING for this week:
Use the tips in this workbook to craft a new Intention for every
day of this week. (Feel free to decorate it, write it on post its in
places you will see it, set it as a4.reminder in your calendar or as
an alarm on your phone – get creative with the ways you involve
intentionality into your day.)
Open your eyes, mind, heart and soul to the ways that your life
experience begins to shift as you become deliberate with your
highest currency – your energy.
At the end of the day, revisit your statement of intention
written in your journal. Underneath it, describe how you feel
about your day.

As you begin to live intentionally, you will feel;
Intentions Fulfilled.
Love Fulfilled.
Life Fulfilled.
You,

fulfilled…
6.

Intention Brings Self-Love to Life;
There is no Self-Love
without

intention to Self-Love

7.

